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WHO WE ARE
We are an international consultancy based out of New York that
specializes in high-end residential, hospitality and mixed-use
developments. Our group is comprised of former executives that
worked as project managers and architects in Turner
Construction, Arup and AECOM. In the US market, we work with
Developers, Contractors and Architects, focusing on
Procurement of interior finishes, FF&E and Façade/Cladding
materials from the international market – engaging in both the
preconstruction and procurement stage of a project. We have
full-time presence in several locations in Europe, and PRC.

OUR MISSION
Be a nimble and responsive company, that is recognized by
reputable Developers, Contractors and Architects as the
“go-to” company when it comes to global procurement of
materials. We believe procurement must start early on in
design and our mission is to embed this process as a
standard workflow on their projects.

OUR VISION
(1) Be a household name to Developers, Contractors and
Architects when it comes to Global Procurement of
Materials (2) be known for our integrity, responsiveness
and professionalism, (3) have the privilege of working on
the most iconic and game-changing projects in the US
market.

“Our role is to bridge the gap between an 
Architect’s design, the Supply Chain’s 

production capabilities and our Client’s
target budget.”

A thought by the Founders
Vladimir Milovanovic & Milan Jankovic

ABOUT US
Company Overview I Leadership I Locations

ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIP



Vladimir Milovanovic
Partner
e: vladimir@3lite.co

Milan Jankovic
Partner
e: milan@3lite.co

Geoffrey Marshall
Partner
e: geoffrey@3lite.co

Vladimir has over 15 years of top-level
project management experience in
managing major developments around
the Globe. He has delivered projects
ranging from 30 million to 2.5 billion
working in over 10 countries, including tall
buildings, hotels, condos and various
mixed-use developments. He runs the
operational side of 3lite’s business.

Milan is a RICS qualified and UCL educated
professional, and a CTBUH leadership
member, with 10 years of international
experience on the business side of
developing projects. Milan leads 3lite’s
overall business and is the point of contact
for new leads. He has maintained strategic
relationships with notable Clients in the
US, UK, Western Europe and Central Asia.

Geoffrey is a former Vice President of
Business Development in Turner
Construction and President of Taca
Construction. He holds a wealth of
experience from major mixed-use and
Hospitality developments in USA, Eastern
Europe and Middle East. Geoff heads
3lite’s business in the US market, based
in New York.

ABOUT US
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ABOUT US
Company Overview I Leadership I Locations

We service our Clients in the US from 
our New York office. We have full time 
presence in Italy, UK, Serbia, Greece, 
Turkey and China to manage our 
Supply Chain.

USA
New York City (NY)

EUROPE
Trieste (ITA)   Belgrade (SRB) Athens (GRE) 
London (UK)   Istanbul (TRY)

ASIA
Shenzhen (PRC)

New York City is 3lite’s central hub for the
US market. 3lite has worked on projects
in New York, Boston, Cleveland,
Philadelphia and San Jose to date.

3lite’s headquarters are in Belgrade, with
a full-time office in Italy as well. Staff are
disbursed in supply chain locations
including UK, Greece, and Turkey.

3lite’s sourcing from PRC is contained to
highly trusted manufacturers in the
Southeast industrial zones around
Shenzhen and Guangzhou.



01
Architectural Design 
Reviews

02
Material & Alternates
Studies

03
Value Analysis
Services 

04
Procurement / Contract 
Strategy

05
Estimating + Quantity Take-off
Services

06
Offsite Inspections &
Troubleshooting 

Our team of Architects and Engineers
reviews the Architectural design, advising
on inefficiencies and potential sourcing
and operational risks. The goal of our
design review is to guide the design early
on to allow for optimization towards the
supply chain capability, rather than
conducting extensive VE workshops in
later stages of the project. Our team has
extensive experience with branded
residences and luxury hotel chain
standards.

Our team has extensive expertise on
finishes, FF&E and façade materials, i.e.
technical characteristics, prices, sourcing
and logistics – and often can recommend
alternates to what has been specified, in
order to allow for the most efficient
solutions (neither ”over” nor “under”
specified) that are feasible to source,
within budget and can be installed with
reasonable effort. We also arrange that
all samples and mock-ups are provided
for review by Architects.

We conduct Value Engineering (VE) and
Value Sourcing services in order to
identify opportunities to optimize the
design towards the supply chain and
budget. We explore constraints within the
production process (off-the-shelf vs
custom, waste optimization), review
technical criteria (thickness, formats,
finishes…), identify suitable suppliers and
geographic regions to source from,
provide installation man-hour estimates
(and how to reduce them with better
design or assembly), etc.

We prepare a detailed procurement
strategy for each project. We propose
the best procurement route for global
sourcing to optimize the process, develop
a contract strategy, a procurement
schedule, procurement monitoring /
prequalification forms, a packaging
strategy, shipping and logistics strategy,
storage strategy, etc.

An essential component to a successful
procurement process is a detailed
quantity take-off, which we perform as a
service. We also prepare detailed
estimates (at a DDP level / Delivered
Duties Paid) or perform reviews of
estimates, on furnish of materials – giving
our Client a better negotiating position
for bidding out installation.

Either during the design stage, and / or
later upon placing the order, we perform
inspections of the production process at
the facility of the manufacturers. our
team covers multiple languages, and we
have presence in several locations in
Europe and Asia, with qualified inspectors
to perform QA/QC.

07
Material Sourcing
(act as Supplier)
We act as a supplier of all materials and provide our Clients a
one-stop shop that allows all materials to be sourced and
shipped directly by 3lite to a pre-agreed location. 3lite purchases
the materials, coordinates the supply chain, performs necessary
inspections during the production / packaging / loading /
unloading process, coordinates payment of customs with Client
arranges for logistics and (if needed) local storage, and other
necessary activities.

08
Supply Chain Management
(act as Purchasing Agent or Consultant)

Preconstruction Phase  I Design Stage Services

Procurement Phase  I Sourcing Stage Services

WHAT WE DO
Scope of Services I When we engage I Value Proposition

If the Client opts to procure from other sources or direct from
manufacturers, 3lite can also support Client as a Consultant to
oversee the entire process and manage it on behalf of the Client.
3lite will coordinate and report on all activities as a third party
whereas Client will be placing purchase orders directly with the
supply chain.



WHAT WE DO
Scope of Services I When we engage I Value Proposition

We tailor our services to each individual 
Client and Project. We engage at any 
stage of a project life-cycle, always 
delivering meaningful value. 

Inception
Stage

Schematic Design
Stage

Design Development
Stage

Procurement / Bidding
Stage

Construction
Stage

Design Brief, Procurement / Contract Strategy

Estimating + QTO, Design Reviews, Material + Alternates Studies

Value Analysis, Material + Alternates Studies, Cost Reviews

Value Analysis, Material Supply, Offsite Inspections

Material Supply, Troubleshooting + Offsite Inspections

• Review the proforma, plan amenities / asset class mix
• Prepare a cost plan and overall procurement strategy
• Prepare the design brief
• Prepare scope of services for Architect

• Prepare cost estimate + QTO, review cost at each design stage
• Develop target-price for materials
• Explore material options, define look & feel with Architects
• Continuously review design guide towards Supply Chain capability

• Value Analysis, design optimization towards supply chain capability
• Explore material alternates, provide samples, compare technical specs and prices
• Procurement / contract strategy finalized
• Support GC in separately bidding out install rates, providing man-hour estimates

• Providing Value Sourcing options on materials + samples
• Further Value Analysis / optimizing design to align with Owner’s budget
• Supply chain management, manufacturing inspections
• Review of Shop Drawings

• Material Sourcing
• Supply Chain Management; loading, unloading, shipping, etc.
• Troubleshooting exercises, support in finding alternate material

options, offsite inspections and quality control

TYPICAL PROCESS DIAGRAM
We tailor our services to each project and Client separately and adapt our methodology. The
below is an example o the project life-cycle and how we engage.



WHAT WE DO
Scope of Services I When we engage I Value Proposition

Working on high-end hospitality, residential and mixed-use developments, we
have developed a strong understanding of the latest and finest materials used in
the industry.

We have knowledge of, and access to, the finest & 
most innovate material solutions01

We achieve better rates with our buy-power, more 
competitive than commercially available in the US02
As this is a core service of ours’, and a service that members of our team have
performed for over 15 years in their career, we have developed a unique resource
pool and buy-power within our supply chain

We have worked with the some of the most reputable Architectural firms in the World,
keeping a sensibility towards the design but optimizing it towards the production capability
of the supply chain, and keep to the target budget when it comes to material supply

We work with the Architects to optimize the design 
towards your target-budget, and supply the material03

We help you breakdown furnish prices from install, so 
you negotiate better installation rates04
The key in successfully procuring materials from the supply chain is to separate furnish from
install prices. We help our Clients achieve this, and provide man-hour estimates on installation of
materials that we are supplying, to better the negotiating position with installers.

We have presence full-time in all locations from where we source. We also speak the local
languages. This allows us to have a robust prequalification, supply chain management, and
production inspection process.

With full-time presence in Europe and Asia, we track
production at the manufacturer’s facility05



Material Overview
• Natural Stones
• Artificial Stone
• Ceramic Tiles / Terazzo
• Porcelain Tiles
• Engineered Wood 

Flooring
• Solid Wood Flooring
• Stone Polymer Composite
• Soft fabrics
• Acoustic Panels
• Stretch ceilings
• Wooden Wall Cladding
• Laser Cut Metal Panels
• Metal Mesh Panels

MATERIAL EXPERTISE
Interior Finishes I FF&E I Façade & Cladding

INTERIOR FINISHES



Material Overview
• Kitchens
• Countertops
• Doors and Door Hardware
• Millwork
• Closets
• Metal Joinery
• Glass partitions
• Sanitaryware 
• Vanities
• Bathroom Accessories
• Lighting (Ambient / Accent 

/ Task / Outdoor)
• Artwork
• Rugs
• Branded Furniture
• Outdoor Furniture
• Custom Millwork 

MATERIAL EXPERTISE
Interior Finishes I FF&E I Façade & Cladding

FF&E



Material Overview
• Aluminum Glass Curtain 

Walls
• Windows (off the shelf or 

custom)
• Cladding (Alucobond / 

Ceramic / Natural Stone)
• Natural or Artficial Stone
• Brick
• Ventilated Facades 

(Adhesive / Mechanical 
Systems)

• Glass / Metal railing
• CPC (Cement Polymer 

Coated Styrofoam)
• Decking

MATERIAL EXPERTISE
Interior Finishes I FF&E I Façade & Cladding

FAÇADE & CLADDING



Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References
EXPERIENCE

Residential I Condominiums, Luxury Villas, Townhomes, High-End Apartments

Mixed-Use I Retail, Commercial, Sports, Hotel + Residential Hospitality I 4* hotels, 5* hotels



Client
Suffolk Construction

Services:
Value Sourcing / Supply
Offsite Inspections
Troubleshooting

Packages:
Interior Lighting
Vanities
Bathroom Accessories

Package volume:
USD 1.5 million

Description
50 Bridge Park Dr is a 30 story condo building
in Brooklyn Heights. It was built in 2019 and has 126
units, with high-end design and finishes. The building
was designed by globally recognized design firm ODA
and developed by renown developer Robert Levine,
RAL Development.

Our role was to support Suffolk Construction and the
Owner with interior lighting value sourcing, saving
over USD 150k on furnish prices and shortening lead
time by over a year. We had also conducted
inspections and troubleshooting in Asia, and helped
resolve supply chain issues.

The Quay Tower (Pier 6)
Brooklyn / New York City, NY, USA

(2018-2019)

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References
EXPERIENCE



Services

The Union Square Tech Training Center
will yield 254,000 square feet and include
a mix of affordable and market-rate office
space for tech companies, retail, and
dining facilities managed by Urbanspace.
Private entities RAL Development and
Suffolk Construction are also part of the
development team.

3lite’s effort is focused on performing
inspections of the production process in
China with multiple tiers of subcontractors
/ manufacturers and supporting the
troubleshooting issues needed to kick-
start production and allow for timely
delivery to site.

The Union Square 
Tech Training Center
Manhattan / New York, NY, USA

(2020 - ongoing)

EXPERIENCE

Client
Suffolk Construction

Services:
Offsite Inspections
Troubleshooting

Packages:
Facade

Package volume:
USD 2.0 million

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



Confidential Sports Stadium Project New York
New York City, NY, USA

(2020 - ongoing)

EXPERIENCE

Client
Confidential

Services:
Material + Alternate study
Value Sourcing

Packages:
Tile & Wooden Flooring
Metal & Wooden Panels
Countertops
Stone
Acoustic Panels
Newmat Ceilings
Carpentry / Metal Joinery
Interior Doors

Package volume:
USD 6.5 million

Description
A confidential sports stadium project, for which we
provided various procurement services on with
regards to interior fit-out. Further information to be
provided in due time.

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



Raffles Hotel & Branded Residences
Boston, MA, USA

(2020 - ongoing)

EXPERIENCE

Client
Suffolk Construction

Services:
Estimating + QTO
Value Analysis
Material Supply

Packages:
Interior Glazing 

Package volume:
USD 6.5 million

Description
The 33-story, $400 million-plus Raffles Boston Back
Bay Hotel & Residences, part of Accor, will open at 40
Trinity Place in early 2022. The first Raffles opened in
Singapore in 1877 and, there are currently 14
properties worldwide, whereas this Raffles is the first
of its kind in North America.

3lite provided our Client with services regarding
Design reviews, QTO preparation, Estimating, Value
Analysis and Supply of materials – reducing the
overall price and creating significant savings for the
Owner.

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



7-11 Curtis Street
East Boston
Boston, MA, USA

(2020 - ongoing)

EXPERIENCE

Services

This 34 unit condo in East Boston is a
private development, for which we did
Architectural Concept Design and will
undertake supply of finishes (and
potentially façade).

Client
Private Developer

Services:
Architectural Concept Design
Material Study + Supply

Packages:
Façade 
Interior Finishes

Project volume:
USD 10 million

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



700 Lake
Rocky River / Cleveland, OH, USA

(2018 - Ongoing)

EXPERIENCE

Client
Brickhaus Partners

Services:
Interior Design
Project Management
Procurement

Packages:
Façade (all)
FF&E (all)
Interior Finishes (all)

Project value:
USD 25 million

Description
This 25-unit Condominium and 8-unit Townhomes in
the prestigious Rocky River zone of Cleveland is noted
to be the “most luxurious condo between New York
and Chicago”, offering finest Italian finishes, generous
layouts, and a unique façade.

3lite has been involved with the project from
inception, engaging as Interior Designer, Project
Manager and Procurement Manager for all finishes,
FFE and Facades.

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



One uCity Square
Philadelphia, PA, USA

(2020 - Ongoing)

EXPERIENCE

Client
Turner Construction

Services:
Value Sourcing / Supply

Packages:
Natural Stone 

Project value:
USD 1.5 million

Description
One uCity Square, a joint venture between University
City Science Center, Wexford Science & Technology,
LLC, and Ventas, Inc., is a 400,000 sq. ft. mixed-use
community comprised of Class A office, lab and retail
space. Century Therapeutics will occupy
approximately 32,500 sq. ft. of new office and lab
space at the property, which recently broke ground
and is expected to deliver in early 2022

3lite worked for Turner Construction in sourcing
stone for exterior pavers, going through multiple
iterations / samples and coordination with Architects
to meet the desired look & feel, and be in line with
the GMP.

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



Avenues: The World School - Silicon Valley Campus
San Jose, CA, USA

(2020 - Ongoing)

EXPERIENCE

Client
Avenues: The World School

Services:
Design Reviews
Value Analysis
Value Sourcing / Supply

Packages:
Interior Doors
Wooden Floors
Tiles

Project value:
USD 750k

Description
Extension and partial refurbishment to an existing
school for the globally renown Avenues School. 3lite
conducted several studies in the preconstruction
phase for interior finishes, ongoing and awaiting the
sourcing stage.

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



EXPERIENCE
Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References

Crescent Development I Baku, Azerbaijan ($1.5 BN) Baku Tower I Baku, Azerbaijan ($200 MM)

M2 Shopping Mall I Moscow, Russia ($100 MM) Talan Towers I Astana, Kazakhstan ($450 MM)

Battersea Power Station Development ph.2 I London, UK($2 BN) Sikhupe Airport I Swaziland($150 MM)

Dukely Gardens I Budva, Montenegro ($100 MM) Confidential French Riviera Hotel Development I France ($750 MM)



EXPERIENCE
Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



EXPERIENCE

Andrew Brickman
Owner / Developer at Brickhaus
Partners
FOR 700 LAKE, USD 30MM CONDO 
DEVELOPMENT IN OHIO, CLEVELAND

“I am thrilled that 700 Lake's 
stunning penthouse was featured 
in The Wall Street Journal’s 
Mansions Global section! A huge 
thank you to 3lite, our project 
management consultants and 
interior designers. Without them we 
couldn’t have made it so far! They 
are an amazing creative team and 
pleasure to work with.”

Jasper DeFazio
Former Executive Vice-President 
at Turner Construction
FOR CRESCENT DEVELOPMENT $1.5B 
MEGA MIXED-USE PROJECT

“… represent an experienced
professional team ready and able to 
set a new project on its way toward 
success for all
its stakeholders, while they also 
have valuable experience and 
proven track record… demonstrate 
highest standards of integrity, 
teamwork and commitment and 
represent a team of managers of 
world class experience, coming from 
a World Class Construction company

Thomas Gannon
Global Head of Construction & 
Project Delivery at Avenues
FOR AVENUES SCHOOL PROJECT IN 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

“3lite’s team conducted 
comprehensive reviews of Value 
Engineering options and providing 
detailed data specification studies. 
They had also prepared a full 
material pricing breakdown, and a 
breakdown of DDP prices including 
packaging, shipping, and duties. I 
found their team very professional, 
responsive and diligent. It will be a 
pleasure to work with them on 
future Avenues projects.”

Seth Williams
Project Executive at Suffolk 
Construction
FOR THE QUAY TOWER HIGH-END 
CONDO IN BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

“The 3lite team worked with Suffolk 
to support RAL development on our 
high-end condo project in Brooklyn 
performing a series of procurement 
related services. Their approach was 
of appreciated by both us and the 
Client as being professional and 
thinking outsde-the-box. They 
helped us resolved several supply 
chain issues from turning into major 
problems, and saved the Client 
substantial money in value sourcing 
exercizes…”

Davron Rustamkulov
Managing Director at Verny
Investments Holding
FOR THE $450M SOM-DESIGNED 
TALAN TOWER PROJECT IN ASTANA

“From their first day on site, 3lite 
brought much needed change to the 
project management team. They 
were structured, thorough, hands-
on and client-oriented. Every 
request, concern and comment of 
the Client was followed up and 
results were reported. When a 
disagreement or an issue between 
the client and contractor would 
arise, 3lite often acted as a mediator 
brining both parties to a mutual 
consent. “

Aghalar Allahyarov
Director at Azinko Holdings / 
Azvil
FOR BAKU TOWER, $150MM 50 STORY 
TOWER IN AZERBAIJAN

“They are an experienced team, 
have an easy and clear perception of 
the Client’s challenges. They have a 
professional approach in problem 
solving and troubleshooting 
situations. During their cooperation 
with us, they had promptly reacted 
to each challenge, and solved each
issue swiftly and with high quality,
utilizing best class practices.”

The above are extracts of recommendations provided by the 
Executives on 3lite’s abilities. We are happy to share the 
reference letters, upon request. All the above listed
Executives are willing to speak in person and provide insight
on our experience. Please ask us directly to arrange this and 
provide you with their contact details.

Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References



EXPERIENCE
Market Segments I Notable Case Studies (USA) I Global Case Studies Overview I References

Completed Projects

50+
Resi, Hotel and Mixed-Use projects 
completed by our group

Cumulative Volume

$3.5BB+
Developed projects with a total 
volume of construction work value

Countries worked in

14
Worked on 5 continents and over a 
dozen countries

GSF Completed

SF 25MM+
Delivered both mid-scale and large 
scale developments worldwide

Hospitality Brands

15+
Experience with luxurious and upscale 
brands

Notable Architects
Collaborated with notable Architects 
and Interior Designers
Renzo Piano Building Workshop 
(RPBW), Skidmore Owings & 
Merrill (SOM), Richmond, GA 
Design and others

Notable Brands we worked with



BELGRADE, SERBIA

59 Hadzi Melentijeva
11000 Belgrade

Serbia

NEW YORK, USA

2 Ferris Hill Road 
New Canaan, CT 06840 

USA

TRIESTE, ITALY

Via Zovenzoni 5
34125 Trieste, 

Italy

ABOUT

We are an international consultancy based out of New York that 
specializes in high-end residential, hospitality and mixed-use 

developments. Our group is comprised of former executives that 
worked as project managers and architects in Turner Construction, 

Arup and AECOM. In the US market, we work with Developers, 
Contractors and Architects, focusing on Procurement of interior 

finishes, FF&E and Façade/Cladding materials from the international 
market – engaging in both the preconstruction and procurement 

stage of a project. We have full-time presence in several locations in 
Europe, and PRC.

CONTACT

www.3lite.co

www.linkedin.com/company/3lite

office@3lite.co


